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Such a young girl even dared to talk back to her. She 

must be seeking death! 

Jewel shook her head with a determined expression. 

"Don't you dare hurt Sister Debra so long I'm here!" 

Jewel then glared at Megan. "You evil woman who 

had done so many bad things to Darryl. You framed 

him by saying he killed Mount Hua Sect Master. A 

vicious woman like you should die.." 

Slap! 

Megan quickly walked over and slapped Jewel 

brutally on the face before she could finish. 

"B*tch. How dare you talk to me like that! You have 

no manners!" Megan coldly said. She felt that a slap 

was not enough to relieve her anger, so she slapped 

Jewel a couple more times with one harder than the 

next! 

Slap! Slap! Slap! 

The crisp slapping sounds kept ringing! 

How could the extremely weak Jewel take it? At that 

moment, there was blood coming out of her mouth 

and her legs felt like jelly. However, she kept 

yelling, "Evil woman! You should die! You should 

die..." 
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It was one matter of not saving them, but Megan 

still wanted to bully Debra. There was no one more 

vicious than Megan. 

Megan was even more furious upon hearing those 

words and grabbed Jewel's hair before slapping her 

even more violently. 

"Jewel..." 

Megan, you're hitting a young girl. Are you even 

human?" 

Come at me if you dare.. 

Dax, Chester, Debra, and the others were extremely 

shocked and furious upon seeing this scene as they 

yelled at Megan. 

Especialy Dax, he was so furious that he was about 

to explode with his extremely reddened eyes. 

Jewel was such a good and adorable girl, yet she was 

being beaten by Megan. It was infuriating. 

"Hehe... 

Megan sneered upon hearing their yells, "You 

asked me not to hit her? I especially want to hit her. 

Not only do I want to hit her, but I also want to kill 

this rude girl as wel1." 

Megan then engaged her internal energy and was 

about to violently hit Jewel squarely in her heart! 
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Dax, Debra, and the others were instantly worried 

as their expressions changed to the extent their 

hearts were about to pop out. 

Master Darryl... We'll see each other in the next life. 

Jewel's tears could not stop falling upon seeing 

Megan's attack approaching her as she closed her 

eyes in despair. 

Although Jewel was also a cultivator, she was not 

Megan's match. 1 

Master Castello. No!" 

A figure swiftly approached right at this moment 

with a stern expression. 

It was Sect Master Endless! 

Megan furrowed her brows and forcefully retracted 

her attack! 

"Woo! 

Sect Master Endless took a deep breath before 

putting his hands together and slowly said, " 

Amitabha, Master Castello. We're all connected 

since all of us are from the same mainland. Let's 

not fight each other in such crucial moments. We 

should more so not hurt or kill the innocent.." 

Master Endless found it inappropriate to interfere 
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with Megan's grudge against Darryl at first. 

However, he could no longer take it upon seeing 

Megan bullying a yourng girl. 

Master Leonard then persuaded her, "Yes, she's 

just a young girl. Why should you be bothered with 

her? Let's quickly go before the Royal Army 

arrives. 

In truth, Master Leonard wanted to persuade 

Megan to rescue the Carter family and Elysium Gate 

altogether. However, he completely put the idea 

aside upon seeing the current situation. 

"Consider yourself lucky today." 

Megan slapped Jewel once more. "I'll let you go on 

behalf of Wudang and Shaolin. I'll make you suffer 

the next time you're in my hands. B*tch, consider 

yourself lucky that I only slapped you this time." 
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In truth, Megan was preparing to kill Jewel! 

However, both Shaolin and Wudang were famous 
sects with high status in the World Universe's world 
of cultivators. Megan had to give them the face and 
obey them if they stepped out to persuade Megan 
against attacking Jewel. 

Jewel's face was red and swollen. However, her eyes 
were still full of defiance. 

"Megan, wait and see!" Dax glared at Megan at that 
moment. "T'll settle this with you once I get out of 
this alive! 

At the same time, Chester's eyes were reddened too 
as he glared at Megan. 

He could never forget how tragically his wife died in 
her hands. 

In addition to the way Megan wanted to kill Jewel 
moments ago, such a woman would only bring 
troubles for the world of cultivators! 

"Woo!"

Megan smiled condescendingly upon feeling the 

anger of Dax and the others. "It's undetermined 

who will be a trouble for who in the future." 
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Megan then waved her hands at her surrounding 

Emei disciples. "Quick, let's leave with the sect 

masters." 

She had been in the prison for a long time and 

others would easily start suspecting her if she were 

to continue staying there. 

After all, this was the Royal City Prison where their 

security could not be so lax all the time. 

Yes, Master." Dozens of Emei disciples responded 

before leading the way and guarding those sect 

masters out of prison. 

Megan slowly followed suit. 

Megan turned around and smiled ambiguously at 

Dax and the others in the prison once the last 

person was brought out and coldly said, "Dax and 

Chester, the world of cultivators in the World 

Universe will be firmly in my hand by then even if 

you could escape out alive. At that time, I won't be 

afraid at all even if you three brothers joined 

forces." 

Megan then smiled seductively before turning 

around and left. 

What? 

World Univ�rse's world of cultivators will be in her 

hands? 
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Dax and Chester's expressions instantly darkened. 

Could she have something planned out to speak so 

surely? 

Damn it! 

Chester was always stable and farsighted. He 

immediately thought of something and anxiously 
said, "Megan must be faking the entire rescue 

operation! She must have thought of some vicious 

ways to deal with Master Leonard and the others." 

Chester was so anxious and sweated profusely when 

he said that. 

He was too careless. Megan had previously 

murdered the Mount Hua Sect Master. How could 

she be so kind-hearted to come to save Wudang and 

Shaolin? 

Chester rushed to the bars with that thought in 

mind and yelled outward, "Master Leonard! Sect 

Master Endless! Megan has treacherous intentions, 

so all of you have to be carefu..." 

However, only the night breeze replied to him as 

Shaolin, Wudang, and the other sects were already 

taken far away by Megan. 

"Master Wilson is right, Megan is too malicious..." 

Yes, such a vicious woman. How kind-hearted 

could she be? 
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"We're done for, we' re clearly done for.." 

Dax, Susan, Debra, and the others all came to their 

senses at that moment. They were extremely 

saddened and anxious. 

Meanwhile, Wudang, Shaolin, and the other sects 

successfully escaped the Royal City under the Emei 

disciples' protection. 

Such was because Megan had planned this with 

Ambrose of course who gave the command to relax 

the city gate security. Otherwise, they could not 

have successfully brought so many sects away just 

solely depending on the Emei Sect's powers. 

This was the New World Royal City after all. 

It was unfortunate that Master Leonard, Sect 

Master Endless, and the other sect masters did not 

notice all these as their only concern at that 

moment was to leave the place as fast as possible. It 

had not occurred to them the reason their escape 

was so smooth. 
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They finally reached the woods a few kilometers 

outside of the Royal City. 

All of them stopped to rest. 

Everyone!" 

Megan smiled at that moment and slowly said, " 

The previous intense battle with the New World 

Royals has left you with depleted internal energy. IT 

m afraid the Royal Army and Incandescent Sect will 

catch up with us soon if all of you continue in this 

manner." 

Megan then took out a jade flask before she smiled 

and said, "I coincidentally have some elixir here 

that could help you regain your internal energy. 

Everyone, quickly have some, so as we could deal 

with the unexpected easier once your internal 

energy has fully recovered." 

Megan then passed the flask to one of the disciples 

beside her and instructed the disciple to pass it on 

to Master Leonard and the rest. 

Megan's face was smiling at that moment, yet her 

eyes showed hints of maliciousness. 

Wow! 

The cultivators of Wudang and Shaolin were 
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extremely excited and delighted at that instance. 

Master Leonard, Sect Master Endless, and the other 

sect masters stood up and expressed their gratitude. 

Thank you, Master Castello." 

"How thoughtful of you, Master Castello. 

"Yes, you must've spent a lot on the elixirs." 

The praises which kept coming only made Megan 
smile even wider and waved her hand in dismissal. " 

We're all connected since we're from the same 

mainland. You all don't have to be so polite." 

The elixir had been passed to the unsuspecting 

Master Leonard and the others at that moment as 

all of them consumed the elixir. 

Megan's lips curled into a smile upon seeing this 

scene as she had succeeded halfway so long they 
w 

consumed the elixir. 

Woola! 

They sat on the floor with their legs crossed and 

started to recuperate their internal energy after 

they consumed the elixir. 

However, Sect Master Endless suddenly frowned 

hard after a few seconds and shuddered... 

Something was nót right... 

Sect Master Endless's face turned pale at that 
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moment and started to wonder about the strange 

situation. The speed at which he regained his 

internal energy should have increased after 

consuming the elixir. However, not only did his 

energy field did not react at that moment, but he 

also felt as though his internal energy had been 

locked up and unable to be engaged at all. 

Not only that, he felt immensely weak-as though 

his energy field was being suppressed! 

This was a sign of being poisoned! 

Sect Master Endless stood up with that thought in 

mind. However, his legs were sore and felt like jelly 
- unable to exert any strength 

Haha! The elixir is working 

Megan was extremely delighted upon seeing this 

scene before she smiled and looked at Sect Master 

Endless. "Sect Master Endless, what's wrong?" 

Her tone sounded concerned, yet mixed with 

maliciousness in it. 

"Master Castello, I-I..." Sect Master Endless 

opened his mouth and tried to say a few words but 

was cut off by Megan. 

Megan snmiled and said, "Master, are you feeling 

extremely sore and weak? As though there's an 

invisible force suppressing your energy field and 

you can't engage any internal energy?" 
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Swoosh! 

The expression of Sect Master Endless darkened 

upon hearing that and suspiciously looked at her. " 

Master Castello-there's something in the elixir 

that you gave us, right?" 

Master Leonard and the other looked at Megan in 

fear and anger upon hearing that before 

reprimanding 

"Master Castello, what do you mean by this?" 

"How could you be so vicious despite being such a 

gorgeous woman? How could you poison us?" 
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"Megan, what is it that you want? We did not have 

any feud with you. Why did you poison us?" 

Master Leonard wanted to rush over while 

reprimanding but only took two steps before his 

expression changed. He could feel that he could not 

use his internal energy at all and felt his entire body 

sore and weak at the same time! 

At that very moment, the others started to tremble 

with changed expressions! 

"Damn, my internal energy seems to have been 

suppressed..." 

Mine too..." 

"Such a terrible poison..." 

The powerful cultivators of each sect slumped onto 

the ground before they could finish talking-barely 

able to move. 

Megan then said to Sect Master Endless upon 

seeing this scene, "Master Endless, you are right. 

What I gave you isn't the elixir to regain your 

internal energy, but poison! I'm sure you did not 

expect this, right?" 

What? It's really poisonous! 
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Sect Master Endless was afraid and angry at the 

same time. All these sects had no feud with Megan, 

why did she do that? 

He sweated profusely. What poison did Megan give 

them? Such an impressive poison that he did not 

even notice it! 

Megan smiled even wider at that moment as she 

maliciously looked at Sect Master Endless, "Master, 

don't bother trying to guess. What I gave you is the 

Dark Day Pill. This poison smells good but is 

extremely poisonous." 

Dark Day Pill?" 

Sect Master Endless, Master Leonard, and the 

others were confused upon hearing that. 

What sort of poison was that? Why had they not

heard about it before? 

Megan smiled but said nothing upon seeing their 

reactions. 

The Dark Day Pill was indeeda poison stated in the 

Immortal Pure Scripture which Megan was 

practicing. The Yellow Turban Rebellion leader, 

Zhang Jue invented this pill to control his enemies a 

thousand years ago. 

The Yellow Turban Rebellion was wiped out later on 

and Zhang Jue had gone missing, so this poison 
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ceased to exist in the world of cultivators. 

The Dark Day Pill saw daylight once again When 

Megan started practicing and cultivating the 

Immortal Pure Scripture. 

At that moment, Megan looked pleased with them 

and said, "Master Endless and Master Leonard. The 

effects of the Dark Day Pill are almost similar to the 

Heaven Cult Elixir from the Grandmaster Heaven 

Cult, but its effect is 10 times worse." 

Megan's eyes then fell on Sect Master Endless. "In 

addition, the special feature of the poison is it 

reacts faster toward stronger poisoned people. Sect 

Master Endless is the first to react-no wonder you' 

re Shaolin's First Divine Monk." 

Sect Master Endlesshad been practicing the Body 

Transformation Scripture cultivation method which 

was not too impressive at the beginning but would 

get stronger the more you cultivate it. At that 

moment, Sect Master Endless had grown to be 

extremely strong! 

The other sects were anxious as well at that 

moment. 

Megan said the Dark Day Pill was ten times worse 

than the Heaven Cult Elixir?" 

Their expre_sions changed upon hearing that and 

could not help but secretly gasp! 
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Although the Grandmaster Heaven Cult no longer 

exists, everyone was familiar with the Heaven Cult 

Elixir. The Cult Master of the Grandmaster Heaven 

Cult previously used the Heaven Cult Elixir to 

control his people. It had been said that those who 

consumed the Heaven Cult Elixir would have their 

bodies rot to death if they did not consume the 

antidote within a year. It would be a tragic death. 

If the Dark Day Pill was 10 times worse than the 

Heaven Cult Elixir, would it not be even more tragic 
when the poison acts? 

"Master Castello.." Sect Master Endless was the 

first to come to his senses. He first chanted a 

Buddhist verse before looking at Megan and slowly 
said, "Why are you doing this? We have no grudge 

with you." 

Swoosh! 
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Master Leonard and the others glared fiercely and 

furiously at Megan at the same time. 

Megan was really too sinister. How dare she take 

advantage of them and poison the major sects. Was 

she not afraid of becoming the World Universe's 

public enemy? 

Megan smiled and looked at then beforr slowly 

saying, "My fellow sect masters, don't panic. I don't 

plan to kill you. 

"My conditions are sinple All ot you will recognize 

me as the Alliance Master trom today onwards and 

shall not defy any of my commands. I'l imnediately 

help you lessen the effect of the poison as long as 

you agree. You should know that the poison has 

penetrated the meridians all over your body once you 

ve consumed the Dark Day Pill. In the entire Nine 

Mainland, there is no one else who has the antidote 

other than me." 

Megan's eyes swept across them as she said that. 

Megan's final purpose of saving the sects was indeed 

to become the World Universe Alliance Master. It 

would have been very hard to capture Shaolin, 
Wudang, and the other sects together at once with 

just Emei Sect's powers. 



However, Wudang, Shaolin, and the other sects were 

locked up by the New World Royals because they 

tried to rescue Darryl's friends and family this time. 

It was a rare opportunity. 

Wow! 

All of the sect masters suddenly erupted into an 

uproar upon hearing her words 

"You want to be the Alliance Master? 

"Although you are the Emei Sect Master, you're still 

young and inexperienoed What makes you think you 

could be the Allianor Masie 

"Yes. In addition, you arr using such dirty tricks. You 

think all of us will te afraid of death?" 

Their accusations toward Megan kept going 

Megan smiled and scanned the surroundings upon 

hearing that. "Let's not talk about whether I have 

the abilities or not first. All of your lives are 

currently in my hands." 

Megan then slowly walked to Sect Master Endless. 

Sect Master Endless, Shaolin is respected by all in 

the World Universe. Why don't you be the first to 

speak? 

The other sects would be less of a worry so long 

Shaolin bowed to her. 
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Amitabha!" Sect Master Endless's face was full of 

helplessness as he looked at Megan and deeply said, 

"Master 
Castello-Shaolin and Emei have always 

been connected. I witnessed when you first joined 

the Emei with great character, yet now you've gone 

evil. Such a pity..." 

Sect Master Endless then sighed and continued," 

Master Castello, Iisten to me. There's still time to 

repent." 

Megan frowned and coldly said, "Stop with the 

nagging. Are you or are you not going to recognize 

me as the Alliance Master?"

Sect Master Endless shook his head. "Master 

Castello. Although you're talented, it's less than 

sufficient to be the Alliance Master..." 

"Oh." Megan attacked swiftly upon hearing his 

words and jabbed Sect Master Endless's acupoints. 

Sect Master Endless was already extremely 

weakened after consuming the Dark Day Pill, yet 

Megan jabbed at the painful points. 

Gasp! 

Sect Master Endless's face turned immensely pale 

under immense pain and was sweating profusely! He 

started trembling violently and kept on gasping. 

Sect Master Endless felt like being bitten by 
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thousands of ants at once at that moment. An 

excruciating pain that one would never know 

without personally going through it. 

Megan's lips curled before smiling seductively and 

charmingly, while the surrounding crowd was 

shuddering in fear. 

This very pretty woman was so vile. 

"Master Leonard." 

Megan's eyes fell on Master 1conard at that 

noment. "Sect Master Endless is an old unan who 

doesn't understand his current situation I'm certain 

you're better, right? I'll save you trom the pains of 

the flesh as long as you kneel and call me Alliance 

Master." 
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Master Leonard fearlessly sneered, "Hehe... Megan, 

you underestimated Wudang. Wudang won't be the 

sect it currently is if I were to recognize you as the 

Alliance Master today." 

"Great! Great!" Megan nodded furiously. "Such 

integrity!" 

Megan then attacked once more and jabbed at 

Master Leonard's painful acupoints 
Master Leonard instantly wailed loudly before falling 

to the floor and rolling about. 

It was without a doubt that the Dark Day Pill was a 

vicious poison. Oxther than having their internal

energy suppressed to the extent of not having any 

strength once a cultivator consumed it, their pain 

sensitivity had also been increased tremendously. In 

other words, the pains they felt would be much more 

intense than usual. 

Even powerful cultivators like Sect Master Endless 

and Master Leonard would not be able to take it 

under these circumstances! 

Gasp! 

The other cultivators turned pale upon witnessing 

this scene and shuddered in fear from the bottom of 
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their hearts! 

"What about all of you?" Megan scanned the 

surroundings at that moment with her icy-cold 

voice. "Those who follow me will live while those 

who don't will die. I want all of you to properly think 

about this." 

The Mountain Peak Sect Master was the first to walk 

out and knelt in front of Megan before loudly saying, 

"All hail the Alliance Master!" 

It was not a joke. Megan's tactics were too viciouus.

Even Sect Master Endless and Master Leonard could 

not even endure it. How could the others? 

It was wise to follow the current trends as they said. 

They had no choice but to submit to Megan based on 

the situation right before their eyes. 

All hail the Alliance Master!" 

The surrounding people instantly knelt as well. 

The situation before their eyes was clear. The results 

would be death if they did not submit to Megan. 

They were not fools. No one wanted to die. 

Megan curled her lips into a smile upon seeing this 

scene. 

Her hard work had paid off. 

Megan looked at Sect Master Endless and Master 
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Leonard with that thought in mind. "So? Master 

Endless and Master Leonard, have you given more 

thoughts about it?" 

"Woo!" Sect Master Endless took a deep breath 

while sweating profusely. He stuttered while feeling 

immensely weak, " S-since...Master Castello has 

been elected by everyone, I have no opinion about it 

His pained expression contained hints of 

helplessness as he said that. 

The situation in front of him was clear with all of the 

sects supporting Megan Shaolin would be the odd 

one out if they continued with their usual ways. His 

life was still in Megan's hands after all. 

Master Leonard beside him did not say anything, but 

his expression was indifferent and acquiescent. 

Woo! 

Megan let out a sigh and was immensely delighted. 

She smiled and looked at Sect Master Endless. "Won' 

tit be great if you behaved like this earlier? You won' 

thave to suffer in the first place." 

Megan then slowly walked over and undo Sect 

Master Endless and Master Leonard's painful 
acupoints. 

The pain slowly subdued as the two of them 

suddenly looked immensely relieved. 
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Silence! 

It was utter silence! Other than the surrounding 

night breeze from the woods, it was total silence as 

everyone looked at Megan. 

This womnan was terrifying! She looked gentle and 

charming externally, yet she was vicious 

"Everyonel" 

Megan scanned the surroundings right at this 

moment and smiled "I won't say no to being the 

Alliance Master since 1 have everybocy's love. 

Everyone, rest for a wdhile 1'1l need you to do 

something for me or wer rrturn to the World 

Universe. 

"Please tell us, Alliance Master!" The surrounding 

cultivators instantly responded in unison in a 

respectful tone 

I want all of you to destroy everything that has to 

do with Darryl once we head back without leaving a 

single one behind," said Megan coldly. Although she 

was smiling, her eyes were filled with maliciousness. 

The Elysium Gate had been punishing evil and 

upheld the good all these years. They have managed 

to conquera lot of evil forces in the world of 

cultivators with most of these evil forces having 

tumed a new leaf to do good instead and joined the 

Elysium Gate though some did not. 
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